STRATEGY FOR THIS LESSON:
1) Write the following quote from Episode 1 on the board for students to read: "That's why correspondents want to be there [war] ; it has all to do with storytelling." Bill Buford.
Then, ask students to brainstorm writing strategies or oral techniques that make for good storytelling. Students might draw from lessons learned about feature writing (e.g., use of description, vivid quotes, memorably described characters, clarity, concise writing, etc.) or lessons learned about fiction (e.g. suspenseful plot, strong dialogue, vivid characters, controlled writing, etc.). Make a list on the board of all the ideas the students were able to generate. Review the list and discuss with students how each idea might relate to the world of the war correspondent. For example, if the point of "description" had been mentioned as an important writing strategy in storytelling, discuss how description can capture the landscape of the battlefield for the reader back home who can't see it.
Distribute copies of "The Power of Detail" and let students read the introduction to the award-winning article "Metal to Bone" by Anne Hull. Allow students to react to the article and to the reporters' comments on writing with detail, and then encourage students to make connections to some of the points that the war correspondents made in Episode 1 about war reporting. Ask students if they see any connections? Similarities? Differences?
2) Divide students into small discussion groups. Assign each group one or two of the following quotes, depending on your class size. Have students discuss what each quote implies about the art of capturing the truth or horror of the war scene, the relating of history as it occurs, and censorship. Then, students should discuss the significant issues that relate to journalistic writing that are apparent in each quote. Encourage each group to share their observations with the class..
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3)
Assign students to go out into their community and find a "scene" to observe. Some possible scenes to observe could include: the frenzied cafeteria lines and dining scene at the height of lunchtime or dinnertime; the center of the college campus (quad, lawn, etc.) or the main hallway of your school at a specific, busy time; the library during peak study time; a busy science lab (with instructor's permission); the office of a busy administrator; the newsroom; the student radio station. Have students spend an hour taking notes, listening to the sounds and conversations around them. Then, assign students to write their observations in such a way that they capture the essence of that scene. Encourage students to find the right words and the right tone for their scene, much like Ernie Pyle did in his famous articles.
Provide students with copies of "The Power of Brevity" and the award-winning article "Desperate Days at the Merlin: Donald "Joe" Peak" by Julie Sullivan. Assign students to read the handout before they begin writing their own scene. Students should plan to write about three double-spaced, typed pages. Have students share their work during the next class period. If possible, you might want to collect copies (perhaps revised and edited) and collate them into a collection for the class.
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